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My 50th birthday party speech

John Feingersh/Blend Images/Getty Images Some ideas for the 60th anniversary include a humorous roast or celebration of the decade in which a person was born. Funny decorations that show sayings like Old Fogey and Vintage Vixen are also suitable for people who don't mind age-related humor. Celebrating the 60th anniversary
should be about the person who is celebrated. Topics should include a person's favorite kind of food and music that can be used to help identify decorations. An elegant cocktail party with snacks may be suitable for some people, while others may enjoy a more casual barbecue or potluck better. Some recommended ideas for the 60th
anniversary include searching newspaper articles for facts about a person's date of birth celebrating, and then distributing them around the party venue as a conversation starter for guests. As a birthday achievement, another good idea is to post photos of the new 60-year-old around the room depicting life events such as graduation and
marriage. These photos can be either framed or turned into table lights, according to Party411.com. Some of the 60th anniversary activities on offer include slideshows, DJs and roasts. Along with posting photos around the party venue, the game slideshow is another way to celebrate a celebrity's birthday. Slideshows can focus on
comparisons between past and present, or on aspirations for the future. When you're hired a DJ, it's worth getting to know the guests of your favorite songs of honor and set up the perfect playlist of the party. Hosting a roast at a party is another good way to pay tribute to life in an entertaining way. Guests can either bring their own
anecdotes to share, or favorites can collect stories to tell. Sixtieth birthday favor ideas include candy bars with personalized wrappers and cookies with edible photos. Kondoros ?va Katalin/Vetta/Getty Images Some good ideas for the 85th anniversary include a life review, a retro party, a bucket party list or a picture party. Those planning
the event can talk to a special guest of honor about what they prefer to have for the celebration too. Some of the best ideas are those that are inspired by special interest or that help to remember special times or memories. Life review: Take the guest of honor on a journey through his life with a review of the party. Get newspapers from
the day he was born. They come important people from his life and talk for a few minutes. Create a trivia game all about your achievements. Retro Party: Create a party themed around your favorite decade of birthday celebrations or decades of the heyday of your life. Bucket List: Take the guest of honor to complete some of his bucket list
of items. Try for items that can completed quickly and within budget. Picture Party: Make copies of photos from family photo albums and decorate the party square. This may prompt the guest of honor to tell some stories about these these Television: Create a party themed after your favorite classic show or movie. James Bond can be
popular with guys, and ladies may prefer Mary Tyler Moore or Enchanted. Number Party: Decorate the party area 85 or make a cake in the form of this number. Create a game based on hints, where guests will have to look for certain rooms scattered around the room. So it's 50 and it's nothing but a hill. From the decor that walks you
down memory lane to hilarious cake toppers and thoughtful gifts, the big five-oh might just be your best year of honor yet. Let's start with the strong one! 1 in 12 50 Confetti ($5, amazon.com) This confetti is a reminder not to sweat the little things - yes, that includes a 50 twist! 2 out of 12 Baby Face Straws Although this blogger used baby
face cutouts for their child's first birthday, the idea is even more hilarious for adults. After digging through the family archives, print and cut out the winner's face (the key here is finding a few photos with different emotions) before tacking them on pinwheel paper straws with adhesive dots. See more on the 100 layer of cake 3 of the 12th
Birthday Banner (prices start at $24, etsy.com) A simple, elegant banner gets a mantelpiece in party mode. 4 out of 12 party kit ($20, amazon.com) Pressed on time, but still need to put together a party? Choose a curated party kit that sends you the decor in the box. 5 out of 12 Candle Cake in no way we offer you to replace a real cake
with a candle cake - we will never let this happen. Blowing 50 candlesticks (tied together with a sweet blush ribbon!) just packs an extra touch of drama. See more on Decoratrix 6 of the 12 Favorite Birthday Things is always about the laureate, but go ahead and fill their party with their favorite food, drinks and music - take into account
what they enjoy as a child, too, for the pleasure of a throwback. Read more on Talk Of The House7 of the 12 50 reasons we love to fill you ($7, etsy.com) The perfect party activity, this printed gives guests 50 chances to say what they love most about the hour person. After all the hearts are full, the frame of printing is a vual, an instant
memory. 8 out of 12 Flashback Sign 9 of 12 Printed Mathematics Invite ($11, etsy.com) Honestly, let your guests figure out how many years you turn. If they think you're 64 (this is going to happen), remind them of PEMDAS. And then kick them out of your party because you don't watch the day for 35. 10 of the 12 Lost Count Cake Topper
(prices start at $20, etsy.com) The photo speaks for itself, in fact. Yes. Twelve of the 12 wine labels ($18, etsy.com) turn 50 means fixing yourself for all the wine puns headed their way - making these wine labels even more appropriate. Hey, you're aged well (like a fine Napa Merlot!). Mark Romanelli/Blend Images/Getty Images Ideas for
throwing the 70th anniversary include a ten-year-old theme party celebrating The guest of honor was born in and with the party with the number 70 as the central theme. Another idea is to throw it Your life is a party that celebrates the achievements of man and the values. Determine what the birthday laureate will be most appreciated for,
or would like the least before choosing a theme. To throw a ten-year themed birthday for a 70-year-old, determine the year the guest of honor was born in. It is possible to decorate with a patriotic theme, as most of the decade was devoted to the Great Patriotic War. Encourage guests to come dressed up in 1940s fashion if possible and
find a band that can play music in the style of a big band of that era. For a party with the number 70, invite 70 guests for a big holiday. Create central elements for each table with a picture of a person at special moments. For example, in one of the tables there may be different photos of the birthday boy laughing under the headline 70
years of laughter, while in the other table there may be photos of friends over the years with the headline 70 years of friendship. You can also release 70 balloons at the end of the game. To have This is your life, party, create a party like a popular television program of the same name. At the birthday of the laureate to sit at the table of
honor, raised above the crowd. All night long the host or host of the party should surprise the birthday laureate with special guests from different stages of his life. These people should be unexpected guests that the birthday laureate may not have seen in a long time. Guests tell stories about the birthday of the laureate for a memorable
party. A man celebrating his 70th birthday can appreciate the 1970s party because he may have fond memories of that era. This theme party lends itself to a lively and colorful feast. A 1970s party can have light, disco ball, 1970s furniture and dancing. Another way to incorporate nostalgia into your 70th birthday is to challenge old friends
during a party. The guest of honor can appreciate calls from childhood friends, college roommates or old co-workers. To make guest appearances more memorable, old friends can surprise the guest of honor if the person celebrating the birthday does not expect a call. Someone celebrating their 70th birthday probably also appreciates the
opportunity to look at old photos from their lives. In addition, the idea is that guests write a tribute or note of appreciation to the guest of honor. Celebrities can also appreciate special notes that reviews his important life events, and guests can make the notes more personal with individual messages and signatures. For a simple hosting,
the planning committee may consider renting a hall or theater. This kind of setup lends itself to performing parody, comedy or talent for the guest of honor. Guests can use their talent of choice to perform for honored guests, or groups of guests can submit scenarios. Party organisers can also hire comedian or entertainer, if guests aren't
up for a starring role in the show. Of course, if none of these things prove exciting enough, the festive can also enjoy skydiving. Skydiving.
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